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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to offer an independent verification of recent computer results of 
Kimura [2, 3, 4, 5] on the classification of Hadamard matrices of orders 24 and 28. 
1. Introduction 
Let H denote a v x b matrix with entries _ 1. By switching H with respect o the ith 
row (or the jth column) we mean changing the signs of the entries in that row (or 
column). This is equivalent to pre-multiplying (or post-multiplying) H by a diagonal 
matrix with entries + 1 in all positions except he ith (orjth), where the entry is - 1. 
The class of all matrices obtained from H by switching is called the switching class of 
H. Two ___ 1 matrices H and K are said to be isomorphic if there exist two permutation 
matrices P and Q such that PHQ and K are in the same switching class, while the 
automorphism group of a _ 1 matrix H, denoted by Aut(H), is the group of all 
permutations of the rows and columns of H that preserve the switching class of H. 
Corresponding to each pair (i,j) of row and column suffixes we can associate with 
H a (0,1) matrix of order (v - 1) x (b - 1) in the following way. Switch the rows and 
columns of H so that the ith row andjth column consist entirely of + l's, delete that 
row and column, and then replace the - l's by O's. We call the resulting (0,1) matrix 
the descendant of H corresponding to the pair (i,j) and denote it by H0.j~. Conversely, 
any (0,1) matrix A of size (v - 1) x (b - 1) determines a switching class of a + 1 v × b 
matrix by bordering it with a row and column of + l's and changing the O's to - 1. 
Two (0,1) matrices A and B are said to be isomorphic if there exist permutation 
matrices P and Q such that PAQ = B, while the automorphism group of a (0,1) matrix 
A is the group of all permutations of the rows and columns of A that preserve A. 
Clearly the full automorphism group of any descendant of H is isomorphic to 
a subgroup of Aut(H). A simple consequence of Lagrange's theorem is the following 
result 
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Proposition 1. Let the action of Aut(H) have orbits H~, H 2 . . . . .  Hr. The descendants 
Hti.j) and Htk, l) are isomorphic if and only if the corresponding pairs (i,j) and (k, l) are in 
the same orbit, and [Aut(H)l = [Aut(Hmi))l x ]H,.[, if (i,j) • H,.. 
For a given (0,1) matrix A of size v x b let v(A) denote the binary integer with vb 
digits obtained by concatenating the rows of A. The standard form of A, denoted by 
st(A), is defined to be the (0,1) matrix of size v × b that satisfies 
v(st(A)) = max{v(PAQ): P e Sv, Q • Sb}, (1) 
where S, denotes the symmetric group of permutation matrices of order r, and the 
ordering is the natural one. 
This definition leads naturally to the concept of the standard form of the _+ 1 matrix 
H introduced above. 
Definition 2. Let B be the (0,1) matrix of size (v -1 )  x (b -1 )  defined by 
v(B) = max{v(st(X): X is a descendant of H}. The standard form of H, denoted by 
st(H), is the _+ 1 matrix of size v x b defined by 
st (H)= J 2B-  J ' (2) 
where j is the all-one vector appropriate size and J is the all-one matrix of size 
(v - 1) x (b - 1). 
Then st(H) is the greatest + 1 matrix isomorphic to H, where the ordering is 
lexicographical on the + 1 vector obtained by concatenating the rows of H. 
Now suppose that H is a Hadamard matrix of order 4n, so that HH' = 4nI. With 
respect to any pair (i,j) of row and column suffixes, the descendant Hti, j~ defined above 
satisfies 
H6,j~ Htti,j) = nI + (n - 1)J 
where I and J denote the identity and all-one matrix of order 4n - 1, respectively. 
Thus Hti,~ )is the incidence matrix of a symmetric 2-(4n - 1, 2n - 1, n - 1) design. For 
a given Hadamard matrix there are potentially (4n) 2 such non-isomorphic descend- 
ants, although in practice it may happen that many of them are isomorphic, and any 
one of them determines the switching class of H, i.e. H itself. 
If a classification of Hadamard matrices of a particular order, say 4n, is to be made 
it is sufficient to find those in standard form, or equivalently, those incidence matrices 
of symmetric 2-(4n - l, 2n - 1, n - l) designs that are the greatest amongst all 
descendants of the Hadamard matrix they determine. Thus to find all non-isomorphic 
Hadamard matrices of order 4n we require to determine a particular subclass of the 
class of all symmetric 2-(4n - 1, 2n - 1, n - 1) designs. For a given value of n ~< 7 the 
number H(n) of non-isomorphic Hadamard matrices and the number N(n) of corres- 
ponding non-isomorphic designs are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 
H(n) 1 1 5 3 60 487 
N(n) 1 1 5 6 1102 208310 
187 
It was thought for several years that the true value of H(6) was 59, a result obtained 
by Ito et al. [1], but Kimura [3] discovered that one Hadamard matrix had been 
omitted, giving H(6) = 60, with a corresponding adjustment in the value of N(6). 
Tonchev [10, 11] initiated the investigation of Hadamard matrices of order 28 by 
examining those with automorphisms of order 13 and 7 while Kimura in his paper [6] 
discovered some with trivial automorphism group. Finally Kimura [2, 4, 5] made 
a complete classification of Hadamard matrices of order 28, giving H(7) = 487. The 
value of N(7) has been obtained by the author as a result of the present investigation. 
In Section 2 we describe an algorithm which was used for the generation by 
computer of all Hadamard matrices of order not exceeding 28. Using it we obtained 
an independent verification of Kimura's results in Table 1 above. In Section 3 we turn 
our attention to the problem of determining which Hadamard matrices are of 
skew-type. These have the form I + S, where S is skew-symmetric, while in Section 
4 we list all the numerical data obtained. This includes all the non-isomorphic 
Hadamard matrices of orders 24 and 28 that were found, together with a list of the 
numbers of their non-isomorphic descendants. It also includes details about skew- 
Hadamard matrices. 
2. The algorithm 
One fact that was useful in the computer generation of Hadamard matrices i  the 
following simple observation. 
Proposition 3. Let K be a +__ 1 matrix of size v × b and let K, denote the submatrix of 
K comprisin# thefirst r rows of K. Then i fK  is in standard form, so also is Kr. 
Proof. Were Kr not in standard form there would exist permutation matrices P, Q of 
orders r,b and diagonal matrices D1,D2, also of orders r,b, respectively, such that 
P(D1K, D2)Q > Kr. However, this gives 
which is a contradiction. [] 
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Variations of our algorithm were used to classify all Hadamard matrices of order 
4n < = 28, but since the most difficult case was 4n = 28 (due to memory and storage 
requirements) our description of it will be with reference to that particular case. It is 
similar to the one used in I-8] where a complete classification of symmetric 2-(31, 10, 3) 
designs was made. 
The algorithm is based on backtracking and proceeds in several stages. The 
Hadamard matrices H sought are assumed to be in standard form, and are construc- 
ted by generating each row in lexicographical order, entry by entry. In the actual 
generation of the matrices we used the (0,1) representation f a descendant, so we 
assume that H is of order 27 and satisfies 
H n t -- 7I + 6J. 
When a possible rth row has been found the partially completed matrix H, is tested to 
see if it is in standard form. If it is we proceed to find a possible (r + 1)st row of H, but 
if H, is not in standard form the rth row is rejected and we backtrack to try to 
construct another one. The test to determine whether H, is in standard form is very 
time-consuming and is only useful for small values of r ~< ro. We chose the threshold 
value ro = 7. 
Because of the limitations of the computing equipment, to extend H,o to 
a Hadamard matrix required the next stage to the subdivided into several steps. First 
we attempted to complete Hro to Hla. To do this, observe that the first column of 
a possible H13 comprises + l's. With this in mind, we determined in lexicographical 
order all (0, 1) rows, p~, P2 . . . . .  pm beginning with a 1 that were compatible with Hro, 
i.e. such that 
H, op) = 6j, Pi *J = 13. 
Construct a graph G with these m rows as vertices and with adjacency defined by 
(Pl, P j) is an edge if and only if p/* p} = 6. (3) 
A clique in G of order 6 then gives a completion of H,o to H13. In general, m ranged in 
value between 1000 and 3000 approximately, with an average value of around 1200 
and the number of 6-cliques was sometimes as large as 30 000. 
To test whether each H13 found could be embedded in a Hadamard matrix in 
standard form was too expensive in time, so the only pruning that was performed at 
this stage was to verify that H13 itself was in standard form, as defined by (1). 
The next stage was similar to the previous one in that a graph was constructed 
with vertices those (0,1) rows that were compatible with H13 and with adjacency 
as defined in (3). In this case a clique of order 14 would give a completion of H13 
to H27. In general, the graphs here had fewer than 100 vertices and the 
numberof 14-cliques eldom exceeded 4. At this stage we tested the H27's found 
to see if the corresponding Hadamard matrix was in standard form, as given in 
Definition 2. 
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3. Skew-Hadamard matrices 
A Hadamard matrix H of order 4m is said to be skew or of skew-type if it can be 
written in the form H = I + S, where S is skew-symmetric. As with Hadamard 
matrices, it is conjectured that skew-Hadamard matrices of order 4n exist for all n. We 
have determined which of the Hadamard matrices of order 24 and 28 are of skew-type 
(more precisely, which are isomorphic to one of skew-type) and this was done in two 
completely different ways. If it is assumed that a skew-Hadamard matrix is nor- 
malized, (so that its first column has every entry + 1 and every entry of the first row 
except he first is - 1), then deleting the first row and column from the matrix S above 
and replacing the - l's by O's result in a matrix S* = [S*] that is the incidence matrix 
of a 2-(4m - 1, 2m - l, m - l) design and which satisfies 
{01 if i= j ,  
S*= -S*  if iC j .  
This matrix S* can be regarded as the adjacency of a digraph, which is a graph with 
directed edges, in which (i,j) is an edge if and only if (j, i) is not an edge. We call it 
a skew digraph. It has 4m - 1 vertices and each vertex has valency 2m - 1. Moreover, 
each pair of distinct vertices has m - 1 directed neighbours. The switching class of 
a skew-Hadamard matrix may give rise to many such non-isomorphic digraphs, as we 
now describe. Take a Hadamard matrix of order 4m and a pair (i,j) of row and column 
suffixes, and switch the rows and columns of H so that the entries in row i are - 1 
(except entry Hii) and the entries in columnj are all + 1. It is clear that if the ith row 
and the jth column are now removed and the - l's replaced by zeros, then the 
resulting matrix of order 4m - 1, K, say satisfies 
KK t = mI + mJ, K j  = 2mj. 
It may then be possible to permute the rows and columns of K by permutation 
matrices P and Q so that PKQ = I + S, where the (0,1) form of S is the adjacency 
matrix of a digraph, as described above. In fact, it is easy to see that in searching for 
such permutations it is enough to consider only row permutations. It is also clear that 
from such a digraph G the Hadamard matrix can be recovered by means of the 
digraph F obtained from G by adjoining an isolated vertex. This is a vertex ~ with no 
outward edges but having all possible inward edges. Moreover, by isolating a vertex 
v of F by switching, and then deleting it, we obtain another skew digraph Fv that may 
or may not be isomorphic to G. We call Fv an offspring of F and F the parent of Fv (and 
of G). A parent may have as many as 4m non-isomorphic offspring. Thus, if we have 
one skew digraph we can easily find its parent and then by switching find all the 
offspring of that parent. Because of this, to search the switching class of a Hadamard 
matrix for skew digraphs it is enough to consider only the row and column suffixes 
(1,j) (1 ~< j ~< 4m), a fact that helped to shorten considerably the computer search. 
For a parent F of a skew digraph G we define Aut(F) to be the group of 
permutations of its vertices that fix the offspring class of F. Clearly the automorphism 
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Table 2 
n 2 3 4 5 6 7 
S(n) 1 1 2 2 16 54 
D(n) 1 1 2 2 37 722 
group of any offspring of F is a subgroup of Aut(F). As in Section 1 we have the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 2. Let F be the parent of some skew digraph G and let the action of 
Aut(F) have orbits 01, 02, ... ,  0,. The offspring Fu and Fv corresponding to the vertices 
u and v are isomorphic if and only if u and u are in the same orbit, and 
Imut(F)l - Imut(Fu)l ×IOil, ifu~Oi. 
Our second method was to write a computer program (again based on backtrack- 
ing) specifically to generate adjacency matrices of the skew digraphs. This was 
a simple matter of a few minor adjustments o a previously written procedure for 
generating strongly regular graphs and regular 2-graphs [9]. 
In Table 2, we list the numbers S(n) of non-isomorphic skew-Hadamard matrices of 
order 4n for n = 2, 3 . . . . .  7 and the number D(n) of non-isomorphic skew digraphs 
that are to be found in the switching classes. In a preprint [7] Kimura exhibited 49 
skew-Hadamard matrices 'with Hall sets'. These along with the Paley matrix would 
have given S(7) = 50, but apart from the Paley matrix, which he deliberately excluded, 
his list omitted the dual of one he had already found and three others, one of which is 
self dual, the other two being a pair of duals. They are, respectively, numbers 487, 241, 
325, 234, 246 given in the listing of Hadamard matrices of order 28 in Section 4. 
4. Numerical data 
In the listing below each Hadamard matrix is identified with its greatest descendant 
but to save space we reduce this to octal form. Thus the rows are concatenated and the 
0, 1 digits grouped into sets of three, the triple (a, b, c) being identified with the octal 
number 4a + 2b + c. The format of the table is: Identification number, followed by the 
octal form, order of the automorphism group, total number of non-isomorphic 
descendants (which is then detailed by entries of the form [a, b], meaning a (non- 
isomorphic) descendants with automorphism group of order b). The presence of an 
entry # n indicates the identification number of the dual Hadamard matrix, while the 
absence of such means that the Hadamard matrix is self-dual. 
The format of the tables containing the skew-Hadamard matrices i  similar. Here 
we identify a skew digraph with the greatest offspring of its parent in the following 
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way. Let S be the adjacency matrix of a skew digraph G on n ( = 4m - 1) vertices and 
let/~(S) denote the (0, 1) vector obtained from S by concatenating the rows of the 
upper triangular part of S. Further, let T denote the adjacency matrix of some 
offspring of F (the parent of G.) Define st(S) to be the (0, 1) matrix that satisfies 
/z(st(S)) = max {max{#(P'TP): P ~ S~}}, 
r 
where the ordering is lexicographical. In the tables st(S) is displayed as #(st(S)) 
written in octal form. The other entries in the tables are similar to those for the 
Hadamard matrices with one addition. There is an entry of the form (n) which 
indicates that the corresponding digraph is in the switching class of the Hadamard 
matrix with identification umber n. Also, the dual of a digraph H is obtained by 
reversing all edges (transposing the adjacency matrix). Thus an entry # n indicates the 
identification number of the dual skew digraph. It is interesting to note that each of 
the 16 skew-Hadamard matrices of order 24 has only one parent in its switching class, 
while amongst the 54 skew-Hadamard matrices of order 28 there is one (number 123) 
whose switching class has three parents. 
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864 3 [2, 6] [I, 3] #47 
4. 77760•01740374037••••7761616161434•343644664465114266311271126225155242274227045 
47321423542330464730507250712162561231315224625453065151451522546425621710 343 1 
50745127017115214 
































72 15 [5, 3] [4, I] ~, 2] [2, 6] #46 
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64 12 [6,1] [6,2] #52 
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8 72 ~2, I] 
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288 4 [I, 3] [I, 6] [I, I] [I, 2] # 6 
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6072 2 [I, 11] [I, 253] 
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Skew Hadamard  Mat r i ces  o f  o rder  24 
1. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575227026372471744723525272274301666 
6606634710 
20 2 [1, 1] [1, 5] # 6 (9) 
2. 777600037017603702037634716173651254363575227026372471744723331331274301725 
6633135250 
6 4 [4, 1] # 4 (43) 
3. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575227026372471715326465272274144456 
2312631610 
12 2 [2, I] # 5 (28) 
4. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575227026372471715326271331274125115 
4273231610 
6 4 [4, 1] # 2 (41) 
5. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575227026372174760563331331274143065 
2451565250 
12 2 [2, 1] # 3 (49) 
6. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575227026372174731166271331274125065 
4245663050 
20 2 [1,1] [1,5] # 1 (56) 
7. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575226227272471455166272316265304666 
7203716270 
8 3 [3, I] # 9 (18) 
8. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575226227272471455166272316265134115 
4273233234 
4 6 [6, I] (36) 
9. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575226227272174455166272613265146047 
3053314660 
8 3 [3, I] # 7 (37) 
10. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575226227272174455166272613265134047 
4254663050 
12 2 [2, 1] #11 (55) 
11. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575225427160715744732325272266301666 
7414474710 
12 2 [2, I] # I0  (33) 
12. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575225226711515343443316326270705325 
6635073234 
24 1 [1, 1] #13 (34) 
13. 777600037017603702037634716173651254353575225226710666315244747413270525107 
4636234660 
24 1 [1, 1] #12 (58) 
14. 777600037017603543036555314752472554762327056764631447506561372325143526122 
6634471064 
1320 1 [1,5~ #15 (16) 
15. 777600037017603543036555314752273155705331456753132147447466074674526074445 
5125276164 
1320 1 [1,55] #14 (59) 
16. 7776000370 603543036555314637642635266322750406744723517235055455326061712 
5274471040 
6072 1 [1,253] (60) 
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8 116 [80,1] [36,21 
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1 784 [784,1] 
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2 392 [392,1] #212 
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1 784 [784, 1] #47 
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2 392 [392, I] #102 
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I 784 [784,1] #57 
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2 392 [392, I] #98 
78. 77774••••77••376••764•2••767•34•6•6•7•32••6•76•4155••55••5624534525••2664454467•6 
44527•46•43•3•477•4263323•3422667•343•434726226•7•354525225253224652463•23•46•323 
























784 [784,1] #79 
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2 392 [392,1] #81 
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3 262 [261, 1] [1,3] 
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2 392 [392, 1] #90 
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1 784 [784,1] #153 
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2 392 ~92, 1] #213 
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2 392 [392, I] #221 
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4 106 [lO6, t] #176 
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2 392 [392,1] 
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14 56 [50, I] #157 
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1 784 [784, I] #158 
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1 784 ~84,11 #40 
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1 784 [784, 1] #235 
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2 392 [392, I] 
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1 784 [784,1] #270 
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2 392 [392,1] #354 
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1 764 [784, I] 
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2 392 [392, 1} #303 
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2 392 [392,1] #336 
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I 784 [784,1] #279 
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1 784 [784,1] #272 
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2 392 ~92,1] #300 
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2 392 [392,1] #293 
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2 392 [392,1] #380 
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, 784 [784, 1] #266 
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4 196 [196,1] #397 
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4 196 [196, 1] #390 
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2 392 [392,1] #310 
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2 392 [392, I] #435 
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12 76 [60, 1] [16, 3] #417 
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4 196 {196,1] #446 
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12 68 [64,1] [4,3] #462 
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1092 4 ~,3] [2,39] 
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29484 2 [1,39] [1, 1053] 
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Skew Hadamard  matr ices of  order 28 
1. 77774••••76••77••77••••77636•7•6•56463•7••6•764•6725•65725•627643•32342625•3633•4 
504764466513314342654252055152345530 
2 14 [14,1] #30 (388) 
2. 77774••••76•177•••7••••776•61716•56463•77•6176456725••5725•62764••323426251363236 
206332466513314342654215056522313230 
1 26 [28,1] #9 (225) 
3. 77774••••76•177••77••••77636•7•615••63•7716•76456725•65725162764313234262315535•2 
604764466513311344234252113152343630 
2 14 [14, 1] #17 (381) 
4. 77774••••76••77••77••••77•36•7•6156463•77•617•456725•65725•627643•3234262237233•4 
512274466513311253054616545512345530 
2 14 [14,1] #29 (141) 
5. 77774•••176•177••77•1••776361716•56463•77161•64•6725•657251627643127•664415533314 
506472466613316054654623343155231275 
3 10 [9,1] [1,~ #23 (229) 
6. 77•74••••76•••7•••7•1•••7636•••6•56463•77•6176456•25•65•25•62•643•2••6644•55333•4 
506472466613314531426615343235245631 
2 14 [14,1] #31 (191) 
7. 77774••••76•17•••77••••776361•161•6463•77•6176456725•65•251627643127•664231555154 
303474626513316054651623351155231272 
1 28 [28, 1] #15 (233) 
8. 777•4••••76••77••77••••77636•7•6•5•463•77•6•764567•7245734•7277•3•463435425533236 
111472516607312252462254226453230365 
1 28 [23,1] #11 (304) 
9. 777•4••••76••77•••7•1••77•3617•6••646•••7•6•764•572524•725233•64134633•7432332513 
624730466513151270261151114073245162 
1 28 [23,1] #2 (2s6) 
I0. •77•4•••17••••7••77•1••••6361••6•56463•••16•7345572524•7251533342346343343•532513 
630742266613234350632231113164315121 
4 7 [7,1] (447) 
11. 77774•••••6••77••77•1•••7636•716•56463•77161764557252457•5•5336423••22342237•4•55 
323452626613236112632616351433145510 
1 28 [28,1] #8 (233) 
12. 777•4•••••••••7•••7••••776361•1615•463•77•••76455725•45725•53364232•••2223•364•55 
323452626613236112632643351163161565 
3 12 [8,1] ~,~ (325) 
13. 77774•••176•177••77••••77636•••6•56463•77•6•7&455725245•2515336423•72263••7532323 
626314466513234471445516344235113120 
6 6 ~, 1] [2, ~ #24 (219) 
14. 77774•••••6••77••77••••7•636•••6•5•463•77•6•7645572524572515336423•662•••••532523 
526512456613233052154616545611315110 
2 14 [14, I] (317) 
15. 77774•••••6••77•••7••••77636••1••53463•7673•64663532•25723322•3•••4••265462745161 
552546254746515426561025745541626465 
I 28 [28,11 #7 (304) 
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16. 77774••••76•177••77••••77636•7•6•56463•7673•64663527425725•5274532276•2643•745•62 
545546435632324522734446343132645531 
X 26 [26, 11 (123) 
17. 7•774••••76••77••77••••77636•7•6•56463•7673•36463•343457254327453•327•5227•535135 
245554433532314464751164017235445652 
2 14 [14, 1] #3 (373) 
18. •7774•••176•17•••77•1••77636•716156463•76731364635•7245734•7272631326264454553524 
354352073651313246416664722621530362 
1 28 [28, 1] #32 (123) 
19. 77774•••176•177••77•1••776361716•56463•7667166463527245•2523334515276•55•23716265 
623426516532156107531726324453430134 
2 14 [14,1] (339) 
20. 77774•••176•177••7••1••776361716156463•7•57544671436623723643332136312534•77267•3 
574324164745135531161232306152630165 
4 7 ~, 1] (3) 
21. 77774••••76•177••7••I••7763617•6156463•765754466643652•7233227325•46534544533351• 
505532526645512760234425507431634435 
12 3 [2,1] [1, ~ #22 (234) 
22. 77774•••176•177••77•1•••76361716156463•76•7544665437425723343332133253222453•2316 
631454525345132664270423513451630252 
12 3 [2,1] [1, ~ #21 (246) 
23. 77~74~76~77~77~1~77636~716~56463~76575446634674273~7~5272632523323252353436 
214334342751325271123613550514613435 
3 10 [9, 1] [1, 3] #5 (241) 
24. 7777400017601770•77•1007763617161564630765754466346742730715272632523323252353312 
614334466351321664161415550134607431 
6 6 ~, 1] [2, 3] #13 (27) 
25. 77774••••76••77••7•••••776361716156463•765752647243626372546274531526525226633312 
512274465532315033554626665614307250 
12 5 [I, 1] [4, 3} #27 (190) 
26, 77774•••176•177••77•1••77636•7•6•56463•765•52647243626372546273•3153•525226363452 
512346325546317112551223745341631275 
2 14 [14,1] #28 (167) 
27. 77774•••176•177••77•1••776361716156463•7657526465437243725255345136•6332732312466 
325514513632135065526615731614314121 
12 5 [1,1] ~, 3] #25 (199) 
28. 7777••••••6••77••77•••••763617•6•56463•765752646543724372525533113611332746312323 
625514516346137o46562251713341645463 
2 14 [14, I] #26 (173) 
29. 77774•0017601770077010•7763617161564630765752646347306670732334515622724634362•26 
325452515532155123331616315642350314 
2 14 [14,1] #4 (51) 
30. 7••74•••••6••7•••77••••••636•7•6•56463••657526463472346•••5•33452362343263•7•2625 
62474'4542732235065643331315641524542 
2 14 [14, I] #I (362) 
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31. 77774••••76••77••77••••77636••16156463•76575264556532516171533152363•722664352325 
625454516362237107332631313641651623 
2 14 [14,1] #6 (30) 
32. 77774••••76••77••77••••77636•7•6•56463•7657437•63475•467•525333•1346554265436••75 
632432616346133246445226723345245455 
1 28 [26,1] #16 (123) 
33. 77774••••76••77••77••••77636•7•6•54672•76•7456467•5•3473•343•7•63•2••33•525232433 
614552545361312662543262034156413254 
3 12 [8,1] [4,3] (328) 
34. 77774••••76••77••77••••77•36•716•546•34•734•7255672434672523•7645•47•6•353••6452• 
343370264713516150632615313522326261 
2 14 [14,1] #37 (213) 
35. 77774••••76•177••77••••77636•71615466346734•725567243467252317645•47••63315464526 
306332263613516150643615271522365271 
6 6 [4,1] [2,3] #38 (428) 
36. 77774••••76••77••77••••77636•71615466346734•72•56724346725231764••463••73233441•5 
610762702713514312632213151621564350 
4 7 [7, I] #39 (476) 
37. 77774••••76••77•••7••••7763617•615466346734•72555725223725•65364236•472673•612523 
623514453513236054670615313621331231 
2 14 [14, I] #34 (144) 
38. 77774••••76••77••77••••77636•7•6•5466346734•72555725223725•65364232463325233•2523 
623514456313236054670643313341325251 
6 6 ~, I] ~, ~ #35 (445) 
39. 777•4••••76•••7••7•••••7•636•7•6•5466346734•72555725223725165364232435345•543223• 
130670702713234312632213151621561655 
4 7 [7,1] #36 (476) 
40. 77774~76~77~77~77636~7~6~5466~4667552257443626372~45~7453226653~53~232437 
115036166632325145525643635345123475 
6 6 [4, 1] [2, 3] #43 (166) 
41. 77774•••176•177••77•1••77636171615466346675•225744362637254•17313227•53••262327•• 
703354437146325271451162652431607161 
3 12 [6,i] ~,~ (50) 
42. 77774••••76••77••77••••77636•7•6•546634667552257443626372545•726322723••545232•66 
604762701751327106516334522622543530 
3 12 [S,1] [4,3] (137) 
43. 77774••••76•177••77•1••77636•71613466346637526•75•36325•2523332616332226254474•77 
266350623551167054545351470522360355 
6 6 [4, I] [2, 3] #40 (163) 
44. 77774••••76••77••754•4•767•7•7•6372223476575225773522533•654523526•62326456435236 
455072433372221743170546427152761652 
4 7 [7, 11 (121) 
45. 77774••••76••77••754•4•767•7•7•6337•32•7762476•635523527•654737•3•32•7274562676•6 
542666254723263047152515740433513422 
3 12 [8,1] [4,3] #46 (430) 
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46. 77774••••76••77••7•4•4•767•••7•6337•32•7746654565526646720627•4•3•306235453642•63 
774522154743433531424552633312744342 
3 12 ~,1] ~,3] #45 (301) 
47. 77774•••••06••7••754•4•••••••7•633••32•7•274545635466552•06•6•74•2•42657••53342•5 
462570614731541651162616507311722255 
3 12 [8,1] [4,3] (4181 
48. 77774•••176•177••75414•767•7•716337132•77274545635466457316464563424•657•5•537165 
275046235535121522760215555330743465 
4 7 ~, 1] (121) 
49. 77•74••••76••77••764•4•767•7•7•6337•32•7727454563540645726647•556224•63627•357525 
221662314733503027514363254235514142 
12 3 [2, 1] [1,3] #54 (415) 
50. 7•7•4•••176••77••7•4•4•767•7•••6337132•772745455354•453256526235261524•3551134275 
465067036507316231170626433234741635 
12 3 [2,1] [I, 3] (462) 
51. 77774••••76•••7•••64•4•767•7•716337132•77274545335504452136562743406•725521367523 
103326624732520662654113145261530477 
3 10 [9,1] [1,~ (366) 
52. 77774••••76••77••754•4•7•7•7•7•6337•32•77266546725•06275••64477•6165272555••57263 
243516213723153035232163320254350345 
0 6 ~, 1] ~, 31 #59 (173) 
53. 77774•••••6••77••754•4•767•7•••6337•32•772665467•52062375264•5253425•527••7627••• 
775046235507253224151650475234712425 
3 12 [8,1] [4,3] (375) 
54. 77•74•••17•••77••76414•767•7•716337•32•7726•640637•062675425545652241656326513117 
214750311733605225534313514556347452 
12 3 [2,1] (1,3] #49 (415) 
55. ~77~4~1~06177~76414~757~7~716337132~7720654653526715206614731235714331~5354175 
204564514703531645412161513341722430 
12 5 [1, 1] ~, ~ #56 (444) 
56. 77774••••706•77••754•4•767•7•716337132•77266546535267117626•5325•545140651•335076 
447524514713431625422551533342742520 
12 5 [1, 1] ~, 3] #55 (4171 
57. 77774••••76••7•••754•4•767•7•7•6337•32•77206546535267••7626•473••345•467••5354•76 
265530514707451625422151527342742520 
27 4 [3, 3] [1,2~ (443) 
58. 77774••••7•••77••7•4•4•767•7•7•6337•23457463626657222732656257•25026•2724473•2••5 
613117222746162647124676433534506242 
12 3 [2,1] [1,3] #61 (321) 
59. 77774•••176••77••754•4•767•7•7163371234573256267•63220677•2554725236167•447••3217 
252316261765424647316650270477132432 
6 6 [4, 1] [2, 3] #52 (167) 
60. 77774••••76••77••754•4•767•7•7•633712345•2752235555234725064•3•535•45•4557•3•232• 
711527114713527007454725665512714412 
12 5 [I, I] ~, 3] #62 (422) 
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61. 7•••4••••76•••7••754•4•767•7•7•6337•2345727522353552553334•662•764•6•32755••52663 
102764624763503433542643671336535075 
12 3 [2,11 [ I ,~ #58 (357) 
62. 77774o••176•17•••75414•76••7o71633•1234572713325355455463554•75245455427•45353146 
3127.25212745432237406615742702351120 
12 5 [I,I] ~,~ #60 (431) 
63. 77774••••76••77••754•4•766•6•••634•7324572665265373•26746352•3•3633•37•5•25•56463 
56646451652334164366o2o7331532761632 
1092 1 [1,39] #64 (480) 
64. 77774•••1•6•177••75414•7••4726•635326645673•526•157•2•26536265•7432447354657•5222 
743473511543156650554612543334724130 
1092 1 [1,391 #63 (480) 
65. 77774••••76••77••7•6•6•7456323•654575245353232345463627236•66•5•277•575•7•5•73435 
215116563165141527541522672076051125 
29484 1 [1,1053] (487) 
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